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As the 30th
anniversary
looms, Germans
remember the
Berlin Wall's
surprising fall
November 05, 2019
Nearly three decades after the fall of the Berlin Wall, Berliners reflect on the night that changed
history, and what's changed today.
1. It was one of the defining moments of the 20th century 2-1. But for Sascha Moellering, it was his mother
2-2. as she watched Guenter Schabowski—
2-3. accidentally announce
SASCHA MOELLERING, WITNESS TO THE FALL OF THE WALL, SAYING:
"It was clear that something would happen today. And at some point, my mother looked at me and
asked: 'What are you doing here? Go! This is history! You have to go.’
3. It later turned out that the announcement
4. But when Moellering arrived at the Wall,
SASCHA MOELLERING, WITNESS TO THE FALL OF THE WALL, SAYING:
"There were a few thousand people standing on the Wall singing and dancing to Beatles songs,
'Give peace a chance' of course, and the mood was really great. At first people jumped into the East
from the Wall and got themselves pulled back up before the border guards arrived.”
5. For others, like Susanne Roebisch, German integration was
SUSANNE ROEBISCH, WITNESS TO THE FALL OF THE WALL, SAYING:
"And then we all sat there, thinking: 'What? How? The wall is open now? Was that a clear
statement? Did he say everyone can go from East to West and West to East? What?' And my brother
said: 'I am going, I want to see this live.'”
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6. Nearly three decades after German reunification,
7-1. A government report released in September showed
7-2. even though they are

[Vocabulary]
◻define: to describe clearly and exactly what something is; to be a feature or quality that shows
exactly what someone or something is like
・The responsibilities of each team member need to be clearly defined.
◻defining: decisive; critically important
・Taking a course in architecture was a defining turn in her life.
・defining battle of the war
◻the fall of the Berlin Wall: The fall of the Berlin Wall, on 9 November 1989, was a pivotal
event in world history which marked the falling
of the Iron Curtain. The fall of the inner
German border took place shortly afterwards.
An end to the Cold War was declared at the
Malta Summit three weeks later, and the
reunification of Germany took place during the
following year.
◻witness: to be present when something
important happens
・What we are witnessing is a party running
out of ideas.
◻Guenter Schabowski: (4 January 1929 – 1
November 2015) an official of the Socialist
Unity Party of Germany (abbreviated SED),
the ruling party during most of the existence of the German
Democratic Republic (GDR). Schabowski gained worldwide
fame in November 1989 when he improvised a slightly
mistaken answer to a press conference question, raising
popular expectations much more rapidly than the government
planned, so that massive crowds gathered the same night at
the Berlin Wall, forcing its opening after 28 years; soon after,
the entire inner German border was opened.
◻televise: to broadcast something on television
・a televised debate/interview
◻turn out: to prove to be in the result or end
・"How will the game turn out?”
・Obviously, I’m disappointed at the way things have turned
out.
◻under way: in motion; set in motion; having begun.
・Once our plan is under way, there will be no one to oppose us.
・The construction of the new hospital is under way.
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◻"Give peace a chance": "Give Peace a Chance" is an anti-war song written by John Lennon
(credited to Lennon–McCartney), and performed with Yoko Ono in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Released as a single in July 1969 by the Plastic Ono Band on Apple Records, it is the first solo
single issued by Lennon, released when he was still a member of the Beatles, and became an
anthem of the American anti-war movement during the 1970s. It peaked at number 14 on the
Billboard Hot 100 and number 2 on the British singles chart.
◻jump into: to become involved in a situation very quickly
・Ella jumped into the car and drove off quickly.
・He jumped headlong into organizing the event.
◻border guard: a guard stationed on a border between countries
・Powerless border guards stood aside as they streamed through. Times, Sunday Times (2012)
◻integrate: to connect or combine two or more things so that together they form an effective unit
or system
・With the reunification in 1990, the two German populations were again integrated into one
nation.
◻integration: The action or process of integrating. the process of combining with other things in a
single larger unit or system
・‘economic and political integration’
・‘integration of individual countries into trading blocs’
◻decade: a period of ten years, especially one beginning with a year that ends in a 0, for example
1990 through 1999
・Prices have risen sharply in the last decade.
・He spent a decade working on that book.
◻reunify: to join together parts of a country that were divided, so that they form one country again
・reunifying families that were separated in the war
◻reunification: the process of joining together parts of a country that were divided so that they
form one country again
・Much optimism followed the reunification of Germany in 1990.
◻in terms of: regarding something; concerning something
・In terms of culture, Japan is different from America.
・This is a great car in terms of fuel economy.
◻second-class: of inferior status or quality
・"A second-class citizen”
◻catch up: to make up the difference between oneself and someone or something, so as to be at an
equal level, status, or point of progress
・He caught up with the first runner.
[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English
language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]

